Curriculum Vitae

Name: Nemanja Ilić
Date of birth: 30.08.1983
Address: Strahinjića Bana 57, Belgrade, Serbia
Home number: +381113112718
Phone number: +381628514083
E-mail: ilic_nemanja@yahoo.com
WEB page: www.nemanjailic.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nemanja-ilić/

Education:
1998-2002: XI Belgrade Gymnasium, Natural science;
2008-2011: Basketball Academy “Borislav Stankovic”, Megatrend University Belgrade,
Serbia; Coach and Manager of basketball.
2017: FIBA certified coach, licence number 2017505490.

Working experience:
2017: Head basketball coach U21 team, young team and individual coach in “Spartak” Sankt
Petersburg, Russia.
2017: Head basketball coach at ABC basketball summer camp in Yongzhou, China and Xing Shu,
Shenzhen, China. (July-August). Coaching beginners, intermediate and advanced groups, ages from
5 to 21. Participate in marketing and promotion of the camps.
2017: Worked in organizing committee of ECA canoe sprint juniors and U23 European
championship (June).

2017: Worked in organizing Committee of Word Rowing Cup 2017 in Belgrade as Assistent
Transport Manager and Head Dispatch
Responsibilties:
- Organizing all transportation for sport teams, delegations and employees during the World Rowing
Cup in Belgrade 2017.
- Coordinating bus,mini bus, van and a car transportation.
- Organizing and scheduling all transfers from and to the airport.
- Coordinating shuttle bus lines between hotels and the place of the event.
- Coordinating all local transfers on the place of the event and to and from the place of the event.
- Coordinating drivers and making shift schedule.
- Coordinating Dispatchers in the official hotels.
- Communication and cooperation with FISA delegation and organizing committee.
- Planing and scheduling all the transfers needed for the event to be successful.
2016: Worked in organizing Committee of FIBA Olympic Qualifying Tournament in Belgrade 2016
as Assistent Transport Manager and Head Dispatch.
Resposibiltes:
Organizing all transportation for all the sport teams, delegations and employees during the FIBA
Olympic Qualifying tournament 2016 Belgrade.
- Coordinating bus, mini bus, van and a car transportation.
- Organizing and scheduling all transfers from and to the airport.
- Coordinating shuttle bus lines between hotels and the place of the event.
- Coordinating all local transfers on the place of the event and to and from the place of the event.
- Coordinating drivers and making shift schedule.
- Coordinating Dispatchers in the official hotels.
- Communication and cooperation with FIBA delegation and organizing committee
- Planing and scheduling all the transfers needed for the event to be successful.
2014: Worked in organization of European basketball tour in China (especially oriented to
international sports cooperation and organizing activities during the tour.
2014: Worked in organizing Committee of the European Rowing Championship in Belgrade 2014
as Head Hotel Dispatch in transportation department.
- Coordinating shuttle bus lines between official hotels and place of the event.
- Scheduling transfers from hotel to airport
- Scheduling car and mini van transfers between hotels and place of the event.
- Communication with teams and team managers and organizing their transport needs.
2012: Engaged in sports and pedagogical work with children and young people in the international
and domestic level, such as working with youth in BC Slodes, and the youth of Iran, the children of
foreign diplomats in Belgrade.
2012/2018 every summer in Belgrade worked as individual coach with young players.

Working experience (basketball career):
Professional basketball player for 15 years:
1998-2002: OKK Belgrade, Serbia
2002-2003: KK Slavija, Bosnia&Hercegovina (Division I)
2003-2004: BC Chomutov, Czech Republic (Division I)
2004-2005: BC Near East, Greece (Division A2)
2005-2006: KK Radnik, Bosnia&Hercegovina (Division I)
2006-2007: KK Slavia, Bosnia&Hercegovina (Division I)
2007-2008: BC Makedonikos, Greece (Division I)
2008-2009: BC CSKA, Bulgaria (Division I)
2009-2010: KK Vardar, Macedonia (Division I)
2010-2011: BC Ryazan, Russia (Division I)
2011-2012: BC Samedicino, Georgia (Division I)
2012-2013: BC Omonia, Cyprus (Division I)
2013-2014: BC Apoel, Cyprus (Division I)
2014-2015: BC Chernomoretz, Bulgaria (Division II)
BC ZTE KK, Hungary (Division I)
2015-2017: BC Sport Club Gravina, Italy, Sicily, (C series)

Skills:
- Driving license B category
- Windows MS Office, IOS, Apple (Macintosh) OS
- Course "Social marketing and market positioning"
- Possess knowledge of English language (fluent) and Italian beginner.

Other:
- Persistent
- Have the ability to work in small or large groups of people
- Presentation skills

Hobby’s
- IT
- Photography
- Traveling

Objective:
To become a part of a successful business team with the possibility of mutual progress and
individual grow. Interested in performing all operations in accordance with my qualification and
ready to acquire new knowledge.

